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“If you’re thinking about
cloud, you should be
thinking about this.”

Hello – I’m Brian O’Donovan. I’m a partner at KPMG; I’m a member of the IFRS
Interpretations Committee – the IFRIC.
In its March meeting, the Committee voted to finalise a key agenda decision. It’s
about the costs of implementing a cloud computing solution that is itself a service.
Now, this agenda decision: it could really improve consistency of application – but it
could require your company to reconsider its current accounting policy.
If you’re thinking about cloud, you should be thinking about this.

What’s the issue?

So suppose you’re implementing a big cloud computing solution. You’ve looked at
the main contract and you’ve decided it’s a service contract – you’re not purchasing
a software asset. It’s ‘Software as a Service’ – it’s a SaaS arrangement.
But what about the costs of getting the solution up and running? Must you expense
them as incurred? Or can you capitalise them and carry them forward, expensing
them over the life of the arrangement?
Well, there’s a lot of diversity on this question at the moment.
The Committee looked specifically at configuration and customisation costs – and it
came up with a two-step framework to analyse those costs.

The two-step framework

The Committee’s first step is to assess whether the costs can be capitalised as an
intangible asset. Now, that could be difficult given that you’ve already concluded
that the main contract is a service contract. The second step, assuming there’s
no intangible asset, is to assess whether the costs can be carried forward as a
prepayment of the service fees under the main contract.
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Crucially, the Committee concluded that in making this assessment as a customer
you should look to the separation guidance – the distinct test in IFRS 15. Now it’s
unusual – it’s very unusual – to require a customer to look to the revenue guidance
in this way. The Committee felt that was appropriate – in this case – because of the
way the standards fit together.
Some of you may already think about this question in this way; I suspect a lot of you
don’t.

Next steps

The Committee voted to finalise the agenda decision. The Committee’s own due
process is complete. The next step is that the IASB – the Board – will review this
agenda decision. That will probably happen in the Board’s April meeting. Assuming
the Board has no objections, this will be published as a final agenda decision shortly
after that.
Remember – if you have a fact pattern similar to one considered by the Committee,
then you’re expected to consider the explanatory material in final IFRIC agenda
decisions when preparing IFRS financial statements.
As I said, if you’re thinking about cloud, you should be thinking about this.
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